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Statement of the Task Force 

ATO's deci i n t enlarge ome at a time of hi toric oppor
tunity. A a dire t re ult of the leader hip of the la t three 
American president , we end thi century of war, tyranny, and 
division on the European continent with the chance to create 
a stronger North Atlanti alliance with a Europe of market 
demo racies that are ecure, at peace, and cooperating eco
nomi ally. 

Jut as our investment during the Cold War led to the col
lap e of the oviet Union and the War aw Pact, our investment 
now in Eur pe's future will make a dramatic difference to our 
own e urity. TO' de i ion to enlarge is a key element of 
that investment. When in July 1997 the Alliance issues invita
tion to additional European tate it will be offering to extend 
the zone of tability and security that Western Europe has 
enjoyed for 50 year to ome of the continent' most fought
over territory. 

Our inve tment in Ru ia' transition has been no less impor
tant. Our ecurity and the security of every nation in Europe will 
be greatly affected by whetl1er Ru ia succeed or fails in becom
ing a full democrati tate, at pea e with its neighbor , and inte
grated into Europe. Yet Ru sian leaders see the enlargement of 

TO a a threat not only to Ru sian ecurity but also to the 
u e of Rus ia' tran formation. They claim that far from ta

bilizing the continent ATO enlargement will create a new 
dividing line by extending the military alliance to their border ; 

Note: The Statement and the BackgroW1d Report of the Task Force reflect the &rcncrol 
policy thrust and judgments reached by the group, although not all members nece ,sariJy 
subscribe fully to every finding and recommendation. Please c pages 38-40 for addi
tional and di seating views. 
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this, in turn, will give opponents of reform in Russia new ammu
nition to see the West a an enemy. 

The Task Force was a ked by the Council on Foreign Rela
tions to look at thi dilemma and to determine whether Russia's 
concerns could be managed and its internal transition bol tered 
without slowing or stopping TO enlargement. We were al o 
asked to address the security concerns of the Baltic states and 
Ukraine, given the hi tory of their relations with Moscow, Rus
sia's anxiety about their relation with NATO, and their under
standable desire for closer tie with the Alliance. We did not 
debate the question of whether NATO should enlarge, both 
because NATO has already made that decision and becau e we 
agree that ATO enlargement will contribute to a Europe that i 
stronger, more stable, and a better partner for the United States. 

The Task Force concluded that the enlargement of ATO 
and improved ATO-Ru ia relations need not be incompati
ble, despite continued Ru ian oppo ition to enlargement. We 
agreed that it is in the intere t of the United States to try to 
achieve both, so long as we negotiate from a position of 
strength and do not allow the Alliance to be held hostage in any 
manner by Moscow. If Rus ia accepts and reciprocates the 
cooperation offered by an enlarging ATO, Russian reform 
will benefit and European security overall will be enhanced, as 
will the climate for closer ties between the Alliance and Russia's 
neighbors. The Helsinki summit in March 1997 offered ome 
hope that Russia now understands its interest in reaching an 
agreement with NATO. 

The Task Force further agreed that while pre erving and 
enhancing it role as the preeminent military and political 
alliance on the continent, an enlarging TO mu t encourage 
and be imbedded in a larger trans-Atlantic effort to improve 
ecurity and prosperity for all Europe's democracie , old and new. 

TO enlargement should proceed in parallel with other efforts 
to deepen security and economic tie acros the continent, 
including expansion of the European Union, an enhanced role 
for the Organization of Security and Cooperation in Europe, 
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·adaptation of the onventional Forces in Europe Treaty, new 
strategic arms control initiatives, strengthening of TO' Part
ner hip for Peace, and adaptation of the Alliance itself. The 
results of all these initiatives will dictate the shape of Europe for 
the next century. 

irnilarl , Ru ia' concern about how ATO enlargement 
will affect the evolving ecurity order should be addre ed in the 
context of all the proces es of change underway in Europe. As 
such, the Ta k or e looked not only at how ATO could 
engage Russia but al o at how onventional for e in Europe 
(CFE) adaptation, strategic arms control, NATO's internal adap
tation, and ATO' process of enlargement could reassure 
Moscow, without danger u conce sions from the Alliance or the 
United States. 

We concluded that the United State and the Alliance can 
offer Russia a ignificant package of rea surances about its 
security and role in the new Europe that makes ense on it 
own merits without compromi ing 1ATO's effectivene, or 
independence. t the ame time, the Clinton administration 
and the Alliance mu tat every tage of the negotiations remain 
vigilant regarding Ru ian effort to top or stall expansion, to 
turn ATO into a ocial lub or debating society, or to have a 
veto over it deci ion . TO's ore mission of the collective 
defense of its member mu t not be diluted in any manner. We 
mu t also guard against arm control or other concessions to 
Mos ow in the vain hope of buying its acceptance of enlarge
ment. All ATO-Russia and U.S.-Ru sia political or security 
arrangements must be re ipr cal. At the ame time, the United 
States and its allies should take step to reassure the Baltic 
tate and Ukraine that they will not be left in a security no

man' land between their former overlord and TO. If we do 
these things, it will then be up to Ru ia to choo e whether to 
cooperate in crafting the new Europe and benefit from it, or to 
i olate it elf 

pecific conclusion and recommendations of the Task Force 
follow. 
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HOW ATO ENLARGES 

• We endorse ATO's deci ion to invite additional European 
states to join the Alliance at the Madrid summit in July 1997 
and its commitment that they will be full members, not " ec
ond-class citizen ." 

• We agree that an enlarged ATO does not threaten Russia; 
in fact, Ru ia can benefit from the increased stability it will 
bring to Central and Ea tern Europe. 

• We concur that ATO enlargement will not require a change 
in ATO's nuclear posture, and, therefore, NATO countrie 
have no intention, no plan, and no reason to deploy nuclear 
weapons on the territory of new members. 

• We concur with ATO' deci ion to carry out it collective 
defense mission by ensuring interoperability, integration, and 
capability for reinforcement rather than by additional perma
nent stationing of sub tantial ombat forces in member states 
at thi time. 

• Concerning future enlargement, we recommend NATO affirm 
that it remains open to the pos ibility of other new members; 
Alliance selection of future members should depend on the 
trategic interests of ATO member , its perception of threats 

to security and tability, and future members' success in com
pleting their democratic transitions and in harmonizing their 
political aims and security policies with NATO's. 

ATO ADAPTATION 

• We point to ATO's significant progre s in adapting to the 
new Europe as further proof to Ru ia that the Alliance does 
not threaten it. 

• In fact, we note that Russia has already benefited from 
ATO adaptation. The e benefits include: 

* the dramatic changes in ATO force posture, cuts in troop 
levels by more than 725,000, and the 90 percent reduction 
in theater nuclear weapons; 
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* creation of the North Atlantic Cooperation Council 
( ACC) and the Partnership for Peace (PFP) to facilitate 
Alliance cooperation with former War aw Pa t tates and 
European neutrals; 

* ATO' decision to undertake peacekeeping missions, 
including its cooperative efforts with Rus ia and other PFP 
state in Bo nia; 

* adoption of the Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) con
cept, whi h can be u ed for future cooperation with Russia. 

E GAGI G RUSSIA 

• We believe ATO houJd continue offering ideas to draw Rus
sia closer to the Alliance to deal with mutual ecurity concerns 
in a reciprocal fashion to support Rus ia' consolidation of a 
nonimperialist and table democracy, and to reassure Mo cow 
that ATO does not eek to i olate or weaken Russia. 

• Specifically, we endorse effort to negotiate a ATO-Rus ia 
charter and a consultative mechani m that will offer both 
side incentives to cooperate on shared problems such a non
proliferation, aggres ive nationalism, territorial disputes, ecu
rity and safety of nuclear weapons, and peacekeeping. 

• That said, we strongly caution the administration and the 
Alliance against even the appearance of trying to compensate 
Russia for NATO enlargement or allowing Moscow to 
weaken or hamstring the Alliance in any way. Specifically, 

ATO-Russia arrangements must not: 
* stop or slow ATO enlargement; 
* give Russia an actual or de facto veto over ATO decision 

making, or the ability to tall or divide the Alliance; 
* create second-cla citizens in the Alliance or exclude any 

PFP participant from future consideration for ATO 
membership; 

• ubordinate ATO to any other decision-making body or 
organization; 

* dilute the effectivenes of the orth Atlantic Council or 
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preclude any Alliance member from calling for a meeting 
without Russia present. 

• We support the goal of completing a ATO-Russia charter 
that meets the above criteria by the time of the July 1997 
NATO summit. If thi is not possible, ATO should keep 
the door open to cooperation with Russia, so long as Moscow 
does not turn away from reform or pursue hostile policie . 

CFE ADAPTATIO 

• We believe we now have a unique opportunity to adapt the 
CFE Treaty to the new ecurity ituation in Europe in a way 
that will facilitate both ATO enlargement and ATO-Rus
sia cooperation. 

• To this end, we upport the general direction of ATO's 
recent proposal for adapting the treaty, including eliminating 
its bloc-to-bloc character in favor of national limits and reduc
tions in the amount of equipment it permits all signatories. 

• That said, we caution the administration and NATO states to 
ensure, as negotiation pro eed, that all geographic limits are 
reciprocal and that future equipment limit in the central area 
do not make de facto second-class citizens of the new 
Alliance members. 

• We further caution against any agreement that would isolate 
Ukraine or make it more vulnerable to Mo ow' pre sure. 

• We also urge that the revised limits in no way impinge on 
ATO's ability to extend a full security guarantee to other 

potential members in the future. 
• Finally, we argue strenuously again t setting an arbitrary dead

line for the conclusion of the negotiations or linking uch a 
deadline to the timetable for ATO enlargement. 

UCLEAR ARMS CO 1TROL 

• Although the linkage between ATO enlargement and 
nuclear arms control is more political than trategic, we believe 
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the U. . -Ru ia arrangements with regard to START II and 
TAR ill reached at Helsinki have improved the climate for 

Rus ian a ceptance of the first tranche of enlargement as well 
as for Duma ratification of TART II, while also advancing 
the United tates' own e urity interests. 

Tii E B TT STATE AND UKRAINE 

• We believe the Alliance mu t continue to reject vigorously any 
effort by Mo cow to di tate the term of the Baltic states' or 
Ukraine s relation with ATO and to exercise a veto over 
their future member hip. 

• We al o urge the administration and the Alliance to offer 
reassurances to the Baltic tates and Ukraine that they will not 
be discriminated again t a a re ult of their history and geog
raphy. The e reassuran e could include: 
• confirmation that NATO's open door policy applie to all 

PFP tate , including the Balti and Ukraine; 
• affirmation that the United tate re ognizes and share 

the aspirations of the Baltic tate to become full members 
of all the institutions of Europe, including the European 
Union and I TO, and will as i t them in that goal· 

• conclusion of a TO- kraine agreement to deepen 
practical cooperation over the coming ears, particularly 
until Ukraine decides whether it will eventually eek 
Alliance member hip; 

• increased efforts to deepen the involvement of all four 
countries with '.TO through active participation in the 
Atlantic Partnership Council and PFP planning and train
ing exercises designed to create the capability to deploy and 
operate forces with TO in all regional contingencies; 

• reaffirmation that no state may claim a sphere of influcn e 
over another tate and that territorial claim are inadmiss
able under the Helsinki Final Act. 
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Background Report 

1. I TRODUCTIO 

NATO's decision to expand comes at a time of historic opportu
nity. As a direct result of the leadership of the last three Ameri
can presidents, we end thi century of war, tyranny, and division 
on the European continent with the chance to create a stronger 

orth American alliance with a Europe of market democracies 
that are secure, at peace, and cooperating economically. 

Just as our investments in ATO during the Cold War led 
directly to the collap e of the oviet Union and the War aw Pact, 
our investment now in Europe's future will make a dramatic dif
ference to our own ecurity. ATO's decision to enlarge is a key 
element of that investment. When the Alliance issues invitations 
to additional states in July 1997, it will be offering to extend the 
zone of stability and security that Western Europe has enjoyed 
for 50 years to some of the ontinent's mo t fought-over territory. 

Our investment in Ru ia's transition has been no le impor
tant. Our security and the security of every nation in Europe will 
be greatly affected by whether Ru sia succeeds or fail in becom
ing a fully democratic state, at peace with its neighbors, and inte
grated into Europe. Yet Ru sian leaders see the enlargement of 
NATO a a threat to Russian security and to the succe s of their 
ountry' transformation. They claim that far from stabilizing the 

continent, ATO enlargement will create a new dividing line by 
f!Atending the military alliance to their borders; this in turn, will 
give opponents of reform in Rus ia new ammunition to ee the 
We t a an enemy. 

Despite this dilemma, th Ta k Force concluded that the 
enlargement of 1ATO and improved ATO-Russia relation 
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need not be incompatible. We agreed that it is in the interests of 
the United States to try to achieve both. At the same time, we 
must negotiate from a position of strength and should not allow 
the Alliance to be held hostage to Russian views in any manner. 
If Russia accepts and reciprocates the cooperation offered by an 
enlarging NATO, Russian reform will benefit and European 
security overall will be enhanced, as will the climate for do er ties 
between the Alliance and Russia's neighbors. The Helsinki sum
mit in March 1997 offered some hope that Ru sia too now 
understands it intere tin reaching an agreement with ATO. 

ATO enlargement and improved ATO-Russia relation 
can accelerate a con tructive proce s of change underway on the 
continent. We tern Europe's interlocking system of political, 
security, and economic in titutions, built during the Cold War to 
protect and strengthen the We t while containing the War aw 
Pact, is adapting to new opportunitie . The overall goal is to inte
grate the new democracies of Europe into these in tirutions as 
those nations become ready to assume the responsibilitie of 
partnership. ATO expan ion is a key component of that adap
tation, along with the Partnership for Peace, the European 
Union's decision to enlarge, the Organization for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe's broadened role in peacekeeping and 
democratization, and adaptation of the Conventional Force in 
Europe Treaty, among other initiatives. All these processes are 
designed to spread the wne of stability, cooperation, and pros
perity across the continent, and they are mutually reinforcing. 

The Task Force believes that ATO enlargement will make a 
substantial contribution to the creation of a Europe that i 
stronger, more stable, and a better partner of the United tate . 
The Alliance's internal adaptations will also help maintain 

ATO's effectiveness in promoting the collective defen e of it 
members under new circumstance while better empowering the 
organization to conduct new missions. ATO's deci ion to 
enlarge in stages, however, beginning with an invitation to a few 
new members at the Madrid summit in July 1997, recognize that 
not all the new democracies are equally ready or willing to be 
security allies. Some states may never be ready. Moreover it will 
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take time for ATO itself to incorporate fully the fir t tranche of 
new members. At the same time ATO must not prejudge the 
future or draw new lines in Europe by preemptively excluding 
any European state from cooperation or future membership. 

Unfortunately, thi has not stopped Russia' leadership from 
eeing ATO expansion as a hostile act or from working against 

it. Russia has also pressured its close neighbors, the Baltic states 
and Ukraine, to think twice before deepening cooperation with 
1 ATO. The Alliance, in response, has correctly declared that no 
outside state can have a veto over it decision , including deci-
ion on when and how to expand. ATO has repeatedly stated 

that expansion is not directed against Russia, that Russia and its 
neighbors can benefit from the enhanced stability and security in 
Central Europe that enlargement will bring, and that TO is 
interested in formalizing broader cooperation with Russia 
through a ATO-Russia charter. 

ATO's offer to negotiate a charter with Russia and to pursue 
conventional forces in Europe (CFE) adaptation recognizes that 
while Russia cannot veto enlargement, it doe have concerns 
about how expansion will affect the evolving European ecurity 
order. That order has three interconnected elements: 1) the evolv
ing role and missions of ATO as the preeminent military and 
political alliance on the continent; 2) the conventional and 
nuclear force balance; and 3) the structure of political decision 
making in Europe. As it has begun to recognize that it cannot 
stop ATO enlargement, Russia has sought concrete reassurance 
that ATO ha changed to reflect the times, that the Alliance 
will not seek military advantage over Ru sia through enlarge
ment, and that Moscow will have a voice in key decisions about 
the future of the continent. 

The Task Force endorses the Alliance' decision to try to 
address these concerns through a ATO-Russia charter and 
CFE adaptation, while it rejects Moscow's efforts to dictate the 
terms or pace of enlargement. We believe that the goal of 

ATO's engagement with Ru ia should not be to provide 
"compensation" for enlargement. Rather, it should be to forge a 
new ATO-Russia relationship that serve U.S. interests by 
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building on the opportunities offered by a new Europe, a Russia 
in transition, and an adapting NATO. Furthermore, it would be 
in no state's interest for Russia to use NATO enlargement as a 
pretext to turn its back on greater integration with Europe or 
continued reform at home. But NATO's willingness to reassure 
Russia must be reciprocated and must not compromise the 
integrity of the Alliance. or must ATO allow its interest in 
cooperating with Russia to weaken its fundamental mission as a 
manifestly potent alliance to defend equally all members, old and 
new, from any external threat that may arise. 

The Task Force further recommends that ATO expansion 
and negotiations on a NATO-Russia charter be accompanied by 
an intensified effort to improve U.S.-Russia relations in the areas 
of arms control and economic cooperation. Although the next 
steps on START II, START III, Nunn-Lugar funding, and eco
nomic assistance must not be formally linked to ATO enlarge
ment, Russia's fears about enlargement can be allayed by a con
viction that its security and economic problems are being taken 
seriously. 

In this Report, the Task Force presents and analyzes the key 
components of a successful U.S. and Alliance posture toward 
Russia and its neighbors, the Baltic states, and Ukraine, as 

ATO begins to expand. It does not debate the question of 
whether NATO should enlarge. This Report assumes 1ATO 
has made that decision in the affirmative. We look now to the 
accompanying issues the Alliance should address to maximize 
the chances that enlargement will proceed as smoothly as possi
ble and does not threaten the member states' parallel goal of 
ensuring that all the democracies and market economie of 
Europe are integrated and united. 

2. HOW ATO ENLARGES 

The way NATO enlarges will have a profound effect on stability 
and security across the continent. Successful enlargement should 
improve the security climate throughout Europe. For this reason, 
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ATO i elf pent more than two years deciding how to enlarge 
and ha only made conclu ive decision about the fust stage of 
the proce . 

On Jul · 8-9, 1997, President Clinton and the leaders of the 
other 15 members of the Alliance meeting in Madrid will invite 
three or more countries to begin negotiations to join NATO. 
The Alliance will almo t certainly select Poland, the Czech 
Republi , and Hungary as new members; Slovenia, once part of 
the former Yugoslavia, is another possible candidate; and France 
will pres for Romania' accession. NATO expects to complete 
the acce sion negotiations with new members by the end of this 
year, and want · all Alli.an e members to ratify enlargement by 
1999. As a pra tical matter, this timetable suggests that the U.S. 
Senate will formally take up the question of ATO's new mem
bers during 1998. 

The Ta k Force recognizes that the process of ATO's enlarge
ment pose two important strategic issues beyond the question of 
which state join. Fir t, the arrangements and expectation for the 
new members can greatly influen e \: hat type of alliance and orga
nization ATO an become. econd, the deci ions ATO makes 
about the integration of its new members, the cope and pace of 
any future enlargement, and its relation with Russia, Ukraine, and 
other neighboring state will shape the ecurity, the political, and 
even the economic development of the Euro- tlantic region. So 
how NATO enlarge matters a great deal. 

The Task Force believe strongly that the new members of 
ATO must be fi..ill member of ATO. The publics of the 

United tares and other current member tates need to know 
that their governments are extending a security guarantee, as 
tated in Article 5 of the Washington (NATO) Treaty, to con

sider an "armed attack against [one or more] of them ... an 
attack against them all" and to take uch action "as deemed nec
e ary, including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain 
the security of the orth Atlantic area." To back up thi guaran
tee, ATO must have the freedom to deter attacks again t its 
new member and, if need be, to defend them. If ATO pledges 
its security guarantee, it must mean it. 
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The new members, in turn, must recognize that they have 
recipro al obligations. Today, NATO is an alliance of democra
cies, sharing political values as well as defense obligations. Its new 
members must foster the internal societies and display the exter
nal behavior expected from democracies. In particular, new 
members must complete the reforms of their militaries and intel
ligence services o they can be fully integrated within ATO's 
military command arrangement . The new members must make 
their militaries interoperable with ATO's forces-particularly 
in terms of policies, do trine, and procedures--so they can con
tribute both to the common defen e and to ATO's new mis
sions. They must also pay a fair hare of costs of these effort . 

To encourage this full integration within the Euro-Atlantic 
community, the Task Force believes the United tates should 
urge its European colleague to expedite the member hip of the 
new allies within the European Union (EU). Recognizing that 
full EU member hip depends on a taged proce s of political and 
economic integration the EU should nevertheless hasten the 
development of trade and investment networks that will 
strengthen these new democracies. 

The Task Force supports ATO's statement that "new mem
bers ... will be expected to upport the concept of deterrence and 
the essential role nuclear weapons play in the Alliance's strategy." 
We also concur that enlargement will not require a change in 
NATO's nuclear posture, "and therefore, ATO countrie have 
no intention, no plan, and no reason to deploy nuclear weapons 
on the territory of new members ... and we do not foresee any 
future need to do so." 

The Task Force also supports NATO's tatement that under 
current conditions it does not intend to tation permanently 
"substantial combat forces" in new member tates. Instead, it will 
focus on interoperability, integration of national defen e for e , 
and the capability for reinforcement to meet its defense commit
ments to new members. Other issues concerning the ize, nature, 
stationing, and deployment of conventional force hould be 
addressed in negotiations to update the CFE. By addressing con
ventional force issues in that context, TO can stres the 
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importance of mutually reinforcing reciprocal security obligations 
for all the European states and avoid " ingularizing" ATO's 
new members. 

1ATO must al o signal its intentions toward other countrie , 
including tho e that eek member hip, tho e that have not 
decided whether to apply, and Russia, which may react vigorou ly 
to uccessive waves of enlargement. 

There are three main schools of thought on the future of 
enlargement. The first approach, preferred by the Clinton 
administration, would ]eave the door open to all countries 
(including Russia), not impo e preferences or preselect candi
dates, and, in theory, let applicants' aspirations and abilities to 
meet Alliance standards set the scope and pace. A second model 
would enlarge in a fa hion roughly parallel to the European 
Union's "widening," pointedly leaving Russia and Ukraine out of 
the Europeans' vision of its future community. The third view 
would limit enlargement to a smalJ number, based on trategic 
and geopolitical criteria, so a to maintain ATO cohe ion as a 
security and defen e organization, match ATO's membership 
with the vital intere t of its current member , and minimize 
conflict with Russia. 

Each of these approaches rai es important question about the 
future security structure in the region, ATO's purpose , and 

ATO's capabilities to perform its changing missions. In sec
tions 4 and 7 of this report we address the specific chalJenges of 
engaging Russia and the treatment of the Baltic states and 
Ukraine, respectively. 

The Task Force concluded that ATO should state that it is 
open to the possibility of having other new members but also 
that it has made no deci ion on inviting others to join. ATO 
hould also state that election of its future members, if any, will 

depend on: 1) the TO members' determination of their strate
gic interests; 2) action taken by pro pective members to com
plete their democratic tran ition and to harmonize their policies 
with ATO's political aims and ecurity policies; and 3) ATO's 
perception of threats to security and tability. This statement will 
have the benefit of clarifying security expectations-the "rules of 
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the game"-at a time of uncertainty. It makes clear that ATO 
intends to remain a serious defensive military alliance and not 
slip into a loose collective ecurity society. It draws again on the 
principle of reciprocity, both to en ourage prospective member 
to align themselves with ATO's values and policie and to sig
nal Russia that threats will be counterproductive. It suggests 
enlargement will be a careful, deliberate process, with considera
tion of all security interest and with incentives for a Russian pol
icy of cooperation with the Euro-Atlantic community. Finally, it 
seeks to avoid misleading aspirants, pointing to a positive future 
with ATO (whether or not as a member), while also expecting 
them to undertake the hard work of building reasonable relation 
with their neighbors. 

This statement needs to be backed by a redoubling of the 
efforts ATO has already made to build individualized Partner
ship for Peace programs as well as ommon projects to addres 
mutual concerns. Through the e effort ATO can both con
tribute to the security of the whole region and as ist the political
military transitions of individual countrie . Acting in concert 
with the EU, ATO should perceive it enlargement as the 
building of a stronger shoulder from which to reach out to coun
tries to the north, east, and south. 

3. NATO ADAPTATION 

Since 1990, ATO has been adapting it doctrine, mi sions, and 
force tructure to the post-Cold War Europe. daptation has 
become an issue in the ATO enlargement debate for three 
main reason : 1) Russia claims NATO ha not changed enough 
to prove that the current Alliance is not a threat, let alone that a 
larger TO will not threaten Russia; 2) ome ATO countries 
(parti ularly France) have threatened to hold up TO enlarge
ment in order to gain leverage over the way TO's adaptation 
proceeds; and 3) some Western opponents of enlargement want 
to defer it on the grounds that ATO's internal evolution must 
be completed before nations that are candidates for membership 

[20] 
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can know what kind of alliance they are being to join and o a 
not to provoke an already uneasy Russia. 

In contra t to these views, the Task Force believe that 
ATO' adaptation ha advanced far enough and its future 

direction i well enough established to reas ure all partie . In par
ticular the Task Force point to the following significant ATO 
deci ions a proof of the eriou ness with which the Alliance is 
pur uing adaptation and of the ab ence of a threat posed by 

TO to Ru ia or any other state: · 

• Adoption in 1991 of a new Strategic Concept of countering 
not a single overwhelming threat but a variety of potential
rather than near-at-hand-threats, and reducing significantly 
the role of nuclear weapon in ATO's strategy. This was 
accompanied by a reduction in the inventory of ATO the
ater nuclear weapon deployed in Europe by 90 percent from 
about 10,000 weapon at the height of the Cold War to well 
under 1,000 weapons. 

• Authorization in 1992 to upport peacekeeping activities 
authorized by the Conferen e on ecurity and Cooperation in 
Europe or the nited Nations on a ca e-by-case basis. Ulti-
mately, this led to TO' involvement in Bosnia. 

• Dramatic changes in conventional force posture from massive, 
fixed forces to smaller, more flexible multinational forces. The 
United States reduced its forward presence in Europe from 
325,000 to 100,000 tr ops. Its European ATO allies cut 
their own force levels by more than 500,000 troops. The 

ATO countries are now 20 to 30 percent below the equip
ment entitlements authorized under the CFE Treaty. 

• Adoption of more flexible arrangement for command and 
control, reduction of TO headquarters and taffi and, in 
1993, adoption of the Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) 
concept. CJTF permits the formation of multinational, multi
service ta k forces capable of rapid deployment to conduct 
limited duration peace operation beyond ATO's borders, 
under either ATO control or European command through 
the Western European Union, for operations in which the 
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United States chooses not to participate. This allows the 
Europeans to make use of NATO infrastructure and support 
for a European-only operation. 

• Establishment in 1991 of the orth Atlantic Cooperation 
Council (NACC) and in 1994 of the Partnership for Peace 
(PFP) to facilitate NATO cooperation with former Warsaw 
Pact states and, in the case of PFP, with European neutrals to 
increase transparency in defen e planning and budgeting; 
deepen cooperation through joint planning, training, exercises 
and peacekeeping; and develop interoperability and ensure 
democratic control of defen e forces. 

The Task Force believes that it hould be clear to Russia from the 
adaptation described above that the ATO alliance, always a 
purely defensive alliance, i in no way directed against Russia. 
The Alliance has been con istent and vigorou in its effort to 
encourage reciprocal and mutually beneficial relationships with 
non- ATO states. It ha pre sed hard to include Russia among 
those states. It has made this promi e concrete in the close coop
eration that has occurred between ATO and Rus ian forces in 
the IFOR operation in the former Yugoslavia. 

The Task Force further believe that it is in Russia's interest 
for the process of ATO adaptation to continue. Adaptation has 
already improved the ecurity climate throughout Europe. Poten
tially its new tools and instruments could be used cooperatively 
with Russia in dealing with instabilities on Russia's .own border. 

4. E GAGING RU IA 

As it begins enlarging, the Alliance has also pursued a parallel 
track of deepening its engagement with Ru sia by offering to 
negotiate a NATO-Russia charter and a regular ATO-Ru ia 
consultative mechanism. The Task Force believe that it i in 
both ATO's and Russia's interests for a democratic Russia to be 
part of the Euro-Atlantic community and regularize it coopera
tion with the Alliance. For this reason, ATO hould continue 
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to offer idea to draw Russia lo er to NATO, to deal with 
mutual ecurity concerns in a reciprocal fu hion, and to support 
Ru ia' on olidation of a n nimperiali t, pea efu1 democracy. 

Thar aid, the ru; k force believes that the goal of ATO's 
engagement with Rus ia mu t not be to provide compen ation 
for nlargement. Rather, it hould be to forge a new ATO
Ru ia relation hip that build on the opportunitie created by 
the end of the old War and Russia's internal transformation. 
The true te t of a TO-Ru ia understanding is that it has 
merit in it own right eparate from the enlargement i ue. A 

TO-Rus ia relationship , n nevertheles al o help reassure 
Ru ia about the Alliance's true purpose and motivations with 
regard to enlargement. 

The T: k For e believe that a reciprocal, balanced ATO
Ru ia relationship would serve ba ic U. . national interests. 
Ru sia' future i a kc fa tor touching on core U. . ecuri 
intcre n t only in Eur pe but globally. demo ratic Ru ia 
that vie, We tern in ti.tution · open to ac ommodating it 
legitimate intcre ·t i more likely to be a ooperative an con-
tructive partner than a Ru ia that feel i lated and humiliated. 

hould Ru sia' · experiment in democracy fail or should 
Mo cow threaten U. . intcre ts in Europe or clsewh re then the 
focus of U. . and TO policy would hift. ATO hould do 
nothing in its engagement with Ru ia or other nonmembers 
that would hamper it ability to re nd to , future threat. That 
aid, deeper TO-Ru ia operation i the logi al e.xten ion 

of a policy aimed at helping Ru ia c n lid.ate it own democra
tic transformation. 

The Task Force hopes that Ru ia will carefully con ider its 
geopolitical po ition and re ognize i intcrc ts in dr wing 1 er 
co the Euro-Atlantic mmunity. t the same time, AT 
should continue to explain to Ru sia why the Nliance believes its 
expan ion will be beneficial to European c urity overall. 

lo ow hould not slip into the fal el gic of omparing N T 
with concerts of aggres ive, hostile states. ATO erve an 
enduring purpo e and docs not require a Ru ian thr at, re idual 
or othenvi c, to urvive. If Ru ia is not ready to fi e the ·c fu r 
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toda}'j the Ta k Force recommends that ATO remain open to 
ooperation and closer ties as long as Rus ia does not pursue hos

tile policies. 
Against this backdrop, the Task Force believes the objective of a 

ATO-Russia charter should be to unders ore the commitment 
of both ATO members and Rus ia to tran end the ve tige of 
earlier confrontation and to work together to trengthen oopera
tion, build trust and enhance stability and ecurity across the 
Euro-Atlantic area. Such a charter hould commit TO and the 
Rus ian Federation to strive for a lasting and inclu ive peace in 
Europe. It should affirm the shared commitment of both ides to 
the creation of a stable and democratic Europe without dividin 
lines or spheres of influence. It hould acknowledge and build on 
the principles that both ATO members and the Ru ian Federa
tion have already pledged to respect in documents uch a the 
Charter of the United ations, the Univer al Declaration on 
Human Rights, the Helsinki Final Act, and variou d cumcn of 
the Organization of Security and Cooperation in Europe. 

Specifically, the Ta k Force believe a ATO-Rus ia charter 
should: 

• acknowledge the vital role of democracy, political plurali m 
respect for human rights and civil liberties, and free market 
economies in providing the foundation for cooperative ecu
rity; 

• affirm the signatories' respe t for the overeignty, indepen
dence, and territorial integrity of all tates in Europe, which 
includes recognizing that borders are inviolable except by 
peaceful, con ensual mean ; 

• acknowledge the right of all European countries to choose 
freely their ecurity arrangement , including treatie of 
allian e; 

• commit the signatories to the prevention of conflicts and the 
settlement of di pute by peaceful means and to refrain from 
the threat or u e of force for the purpo e of aggre ion; 

• create maximum tran parency in their respective defense poli
cies and militaT} do trines. 
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The charter should al o affirm the willingne of both 1 '.TO 
members and Ru ia to work together wherever po ible to 
addre s the new ecurity hallenges of the po t-Cold War era, 
including proliferation of weapon of mass destruction, per i tent 
abuse of human right and unre olved territorial di pute . The 
Task Force believe that uch a charter should be approved at the 
highest political level to underscore the commitment of both 
ides to seek a new and fundamentally different relationship 

between ATO member and Russia. It should not, however, be 
a legally binding document requiring parliamentary ratification. 

The Task Force believes that NATO-Russia con ultative 
arrangements should be based on the principles of identifying 
common opportunitie , offering incentives for cooperation, and 
expecting reciprocity in commitment and actual behavior. The 
opportunitie for cooperation with Rus ia are ample. TO 
members and Ru ia have mutual interests in stemming the pro
liferation of weapon of mas de tru tion. We want to en ure the 
ecurity and safety of nuclear weapon and materials, e pecially a 

the implementation of arm control agreements leads to the dis
mantling of weapon~. Indeed, the unn-Lugar program has 
demon trated the United tate ',villi.ngne s, under the appropri
ate conditions, to back up the e intere t with financing. 

'.TO and Russia might be able to expand their cooperation 
in peacekeeping operations, building on the experience in Bosnia. 

ATO and Russia could also pur ue regimes for military trans
parency and share experience in the effective establishment of 
democratic civil-military relation . To create the appropriate 
incentive , the Task Force recommends that ATO concentrate 
on specific projects with Russia. erious cooperation could then 
lead to deeper ties. If Ru ia in tead becomes adver arial, the 
arrangement could be dropped with no co t to 1 '.TO. 

The Ta k Force believes it is equally important to underscore 
for Io cow and the '.TO allie , a well a for the American 
public what a ATO-Russia charter and con ultative mecha
ni m hould not do. ATO-Ru ia arrangements hould not 
lead to a delay in NATO's enlargement plan . A NATO-Russia 
agreement should not give Ru sia a veto. The Ta k Force 
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believes ATO must proceed carefully to ensure that the new 
arrangements also do not create de facto obstacles to ATO 
deci ion making and operations, dilute the effectivenes of the 

orth Atlantic Council, or create "second-class citizen " in the 
Alliance. The ATO-Russia charter must not subordinate 

ATO to any other decision-making body or organization, and 
it mu t not exclude any Partnership for Peace member from 
possible future ATO membership. The con ultative process 
hould not hamstring ATO with requirements that enable 

Ru sia to break down TO's internal deliberations with 
stalling or divi ive te hnique . Any Alliance member needs to be 
able to call for a meeting without Ru ia present, and 1 ATO 
mu t retain the ability to make decisions without involving Rus
sia or other nonmembers. TO must have the freedom to act 
promptly. 

The Tak Force recommend that ATO also build on its 
existing mechanism to reach out to Russia and other nonmem
bers, including the orth Atlantic Cooperation Council 
( ACC) and the Partnership for Peace. Alliance members may 
also consider adjusting existing standing links with the Russians, 
for example as part of the O CE, the Balkans Contact Group, 
the UN Security CoWlcil, or the G-7 process. Indeed, the Task 
Force stresses that a vision of Ru sia in the Euro-Atlantic com
munity must extend beyond NATO and its structures. The 
greatest challenges Rus ia faces today-especially those involving 
economics, crime, and internal cohe ion-can be better 
addressed through non-NATO mechani m . 

In sum, the Task Force concludes that NATO's enlargement 
should be accompanied by a parallel effort to demonstrate the 
West's willingness to draw Ru sia do er to the Euro- tlantic 
community. Indeed, we would want to engage Rus ia on the e 
issues even without enlargement. The vision TO presents 
should be one of mutual interests pur ued through reciprocal 
cooperation. It then will be up to Rus ia to determine whether it 
shares this outlook and wishe to engage. ATO hould not eek 
to pursue Russia through concessions that undermine the 
Alliance's effectiveness or the pursuit of its aims for regional ta-
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bility, ecurity; and prosperity. That cour e would be bad for both 
ATO and Ru ia. 

5. CFE DAPTATION 

The Treaty on Conventional Armed Force in Europe (CFE) 
has been an important in trument for winding down the military 
confrontation in Europe that wa a principal feature of the Cold 
War. The Tak Force believe we now have a unique opportunity 
to adapt the CFE Treaty to the new ecurity situation in Europe 
in a way that will facilitate both ATO enlargement and 

ATO-Russia cooperation. Because the former Soviet army has 
always di liked CF and considered it inequitable, some have 
argued that amending it now would be a concession to Russia or 
a price we hould not have to pay for Moscow's acquie cence to 

TO enlargement. The Task Force rejects this logi and argues 
that it is in the intere t of the United States ATO, and Russia 
to update the CFE Treaty in a significant and con tructive way 
to ensure it ontinued viability and its stabilizing influence in 
the Europe of the 21 t entury. 

In light of the dramatic development that have oc urred in 
Europe ince it wa negotiated, the CFE Treaty should not be 
exempted from the kind of change that is occurring in o many 
other European political, economic, and security in titution . In 
particular, the Ta k For e believes it is appropriate to eliminate 
the bloc-to-blo character of the original treaty in favor of 
national equipment ceilings and to reduce dramatically the 
amount of military equipment that will be permitted throughout 
the treaty area. While ome have ex:pre ed concern that the e 
reduction would be proportionately greater for ATO, they will 
impl extend the principle of asymmetric reduction that the 
oviet Union wa forced to accept when the treaty was first 

negotiated. 
With regard to timing, however, the Task Force find it i 

unrealisti to expect that a negotiation involving more than 30 
countne and very technical military matters could be concluded 
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prior to NATO's making a decision in July 1997 to invite addi
tional states to membership. or would the Task Force support 
acceding to possible future Russian insistence that CFE adapta
tion be accomplished before either the date of invitation to new 
members or the actual entry of tho e members into the l ATO 
alliance. To permit Ru ia to hold up the entry of new members 
into ATO on the grounds that CFE adaptation has not been 
completed would be to accord Ru sia exactly the kind of veto 
over NATO affairs that is clearly unacceptable. 

The Task Force supports the general direction of ATO's 
recent propo als for adapting the CFE Treaty. As a general mat
ter, it would empha ize the need for reciprocity and transparency 
in the adjustment that are made. We do have some concerns, 
however, that relate to three a pects of CFE adaptation as the 
negotiation proceed. 

First ATO ha propo ed limits on the ground equipment 
that could be deployed in a central part of Europe defined as 
Belaru , the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, 
Ukraine (other than the Odes a region), and the Kaliningrad 
region of Russia. As the negotiations pro eed, we aution against 
singling out the potential new members of ATO for special 
restrictions, thus according them de facto second-class citizen
ship within NATO. It is one thing for NATO to make a unilat
eral statement, as it has recently done, that it has no present 
intention or need to station permanently substantial combat 
forces on the territory of new member tates. It would be another 
matter for it to accept legal limitations on it ability to tation 
equipment on the territory of these states as part of an adapted 
CFE Treaty. While NATO would not be precluded from ta
tioning forces on the territory of these states under its current 
proposal, such deployment would be con trained by the individ
ual territorial ceilings that apply to the equipment of both ta
tioned and indigenous forces. 

It is certainly useful to have such a limitation with re pect to 
the Kaliningrad region of Ru sia. Ru sian forces, permitted by a 
pliant Belarus to be stationed on it territory, would presumably 
be subject to the national ceiling applicable to Belarus, but uch a 

[28] 
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deplo 1ment coul be viewed by Poland, for example a an 
attempt to intimidate it. The T: k For e believe thi con idera
tion need t be taken into a ount b TO negotiators a they 
elaborate the terms of the TO propo al. It is pos ible that 
1 TOs propo ed pr ~ ion covering ooperative military exer
ci and t mporary deplo rmenr in em rgen ituations, a well 
a en uring adequate headroom in the national ceilings of the 

entral European tate may re olve this i ue, a well as the 
previously mentioned concern about limit on new TO 
member. 

e nd, this p cial entral region u.ld be viewed isolating 
Ukraine. o cow wouJd not be prevented fr m building up 
for e in the old o cow military di tri t adja ent to Ukraine 
and · ev could find it lf unable t re pond. It may be that in the 
negotiation of the revi ion to the CFE Trea I an arrangement 
can be found to alla any po ible Ukrainian ncerns by ome 
pecial limitation along the R ian/Ukrainian border. 

Finally, in negotiating han e to the F Treaty 1 TO 
negotiator mu t keep in mind the pas ibility f further 
enlargement of TO rnernb r hip. It mu t make ure that 
whatever revi ed FE limitation it negotiates will permit 

TO hould it de i e t extend to additi nal ountrie 
TO an make ood e en under 

6. 'U C 

Ru ian rhetoric n t\\rith tandin I the linkage betw n TO 
enlargement and nu lear arm ontrol i mu h m re p liri al 
than trategi . The Ta k orce believe , however, that there are at 
least cwo good rea on to upp rt the new initiative n nu lear 
arm control centered on TART II and TART III that the 

nited tate advanced at the Helsinki ummir: 1) criou pro
po al to deal with the tated Ru ian concern about TART II 
will help neutralize criti i ms that /\. 0 enlargement i pa.it f 
a larger U .. -led We tern effort to keep Ru ia in a tatc of 
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enduring inferiority and will help improve the climate within 
which an accommodation can be reached; and 2) these initiatives 
hould improve the prospects for Duma ratification of START 

II, a step that will serve U.S. a well as Russian interests. 
The nuclear weapons i ues of concern can be divided into 

"strategic" issues, which fall within the scope of the START I 
and START II treaties, and "nonstrategic" issues. Currently, 
Russia deploys a much larger number of tactical nuclear 
weapons than does NATO. Moreover, key Russians more than 
once have threatened to increa e reliance on these weapon a 
what they say would be a natural re ponse to being overmatched 
by an enlarged ATO. 

evertheless, the Task Force upport the decision to focus 
U.S. near-term objectives on strategic nuclear arms control and 
to limit di cussion of nonstrategic weapons to confidence-build
ing and transparency measures for two reasons: 1) the very dispar
ity in nonstrategic nuclear weapons undermines U.S. negotiating 
leverage; over time, the United States might well be able to nego
tiate substantial reductions in Rus ian tactical nuclear weapons, 
but those talks will be controver ial and protracted-precisely the 
features we do not want to add to current exchanges about 

ATO enlargement; and 2), arguably more important, trying to 
finalize agreement on the nonstrategic nuclear weapons issue 
now would be a near-perfect invitation to Moscow to use the 
issue to negotiate legally binding prohibitions on what ATO 
could and could not do with respect to infrastructure improve
ments and the tationing of weapon and forces on the territory 
of its new member . 

By trying to constrain one of the few area of Russian superi
ority, it also would confirm the suspicion in the minds of many 
Russians that TO really is bent on their country's long-term 
subjugation. The excessive numbers of Russian nonstrategic 
nuclear weapons may well require action, but th.is is not the place 
to address these oncems. 

With respect to strategic arms control, the Helsinki agree
ment seeks to address the stated Russian criticisms of the 
START II treaty, including charges that START II reductions 

[Jo] 
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are too expensive for 1o cow given its current :financial straits 
and that the treaty is "unequal." The Task Force supports the 
admmi. tration's deci ion to take a package approach to these 
i ues in order to improve the prospects for Duma ratification of 

T. RT II • nd to enhance the climate in which ATO and 
Rus ia engage on is ue related to Alliance enlargement. 

Key elements of the pa kage include: 

ddre sing the " TART II- is-unaffordable' objections by 
extending the deadline for achieving START II-mandated 
redu tions from 2003 to 2007, coupled with removal and 
remote storage of warheads lated for elimination by December 
2003. Becau e this constitutes a ub tantial change to START 
II a ratified by the U. . Senate, it is appropriate that the 
administration submit it for re-ratification after the Dwna acts. 

• Increased U. . upport for early deactivation of Russian 
weapons through the Nunn-Lugar program. 

• Agreement on a et of ''principles" for TART III negotia
tions with the following main omponents: the talks will com
mence immediately after TART II enter into force and 
their goal will be to reduce trategic nuclear warheads on both 
ide to 2,000-2,500 by December 31, 2007. 

Overall, this package moves the nuclear arm control agenda 
in directions that erve U. . national intere t while responding 
to the stated Rus ian concern about post- TART II uncertain
ties by setting a firm target date and force 1 vel for TART Ill. 
Together, these element hould provide new in entive for 
Duma ratification of TART II and help to neutralize the claims 
of Russian hardliners that the nited tate eeks to weaken or 
further impoveri h Russia. 

7. THE BALTIC STATE A 1D UKRAI E 

The Alliance' stated purpose in enlarging ATO is to enhance 
tability in Europe as a whole, not just in one part of the conti

nent. In this regard, the Task Force devoted con iderable atten-
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tion to the pecial oncern and vulnerabilitie of the Baltic tare 
and Ukraine, not lea t b au e Ru ia has publicly oppo ed their 
future member hip in TO and they fear bein left in a per
manent ecurity varnum between the Alliance and Ru sia. 

The Ta k Force note that the TO enlargement pro e 
ha alread led through elf- election, to different groupin of 
tare . Some PFP Partner have cxpre ed no intere tin joining 

the Allian e. Other have declared their a piration but are ur
rently not realistic candidate . tiU others have made ub tantial 
progre s toward demon tr, ting their willingness and ability to 
houlder the resp nsibiliti' of member hip but have n t ct 

a h.ieved everything requjred to er ate a con ensus among exi t
ing member that would lead to an invitation for a es ion. ur
rently, 12 tates in entral and Ea tern Europe have e>..1>re ed 
their desire to join T ventually: bania, Bulgaria, ze h 
Republi , Estonia, ormer Yugo lav Republic of Macedonia, 
Ilungary, Latvia Lithuania, Poland, Romania lovakia, and 

lovenia. 
The Task Force believe the likelihood that a first round of 

enlargement will be limited to a mall group of countrie rein
for c the need for the Alliance to have a redibl and effective 
poli y toward tho e countrie not invited t tart a es ion nego
tiation at the ladrid umrnit. Thu , it i criti ally important 
th t the United rates and its ATO allie devel p an effective 
poli to in ure that TO enlargement improve the e urity 
limate across all Europe in luding for tho e ountrie nor 

in ludcd in this fir t round. 
he Task Force believe the Baltic tate, and · aine mu t be 

at the forefront of uch an Alliance trategy. Thi must include a 
vigorou rejection of claim by Ru ·ia or an other nonmember 
to di tatc the term of 1 TO' relation with the e tate . In 
hort, a TO-Ru ia partner hip i onl p ible if it i bal-

anced by an equally trong ATO commitment to upport the 
independcn e of ountries such as the Balti tate and Ukraine. 

he dilemma fa ing the United tates and TO on the 
Baltic i sue is the gap between what the Baltic tate eek, what 
the Allian c i currently prepared to do, and what Ru ian offi-
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ials say Mo cow will not tolerat . The Baltic tate want to JOm 
T . or rea on geography and history, they are more 

exposed to Ru ia' geopolitical weight than many other ATO 
aspirant and they feel e p ially vulnerable to any ign of Ru -
ian encroachment on their overeignty and independence. ore
over, unlike other European candidate ountrie , they must build 

diblc defen fr m rat h. 
While Bal.ti leader- increasin ly recognize that they may not 

be ready for membership in the first round of TO enlarge
ment, they want the de ision on whether they eventually join the 
Allian e t be b cd on heir own perfonnan e rather than on 
Ru ian objection . They want a symboli om.mitment from the 
United tates that Wa hington har their aspiration and wants 
to ee them u c d in be oming full members of all Europe' 
key institutions, in luding the U and TO. b ent uch a 
commitment, they fear that support for them in the Alliance will 
remain lukew.i.rm indefinit ly. 

Ukraine on the ther hand, i n t now eeking TO mem
ber hip and ha declared i neutrality. lt doe want, however, 
greater integration into Europe and closer ties with TO, and 
it has-not foreclo d the po ibili ' of applying for TO mem
be hip in the future. country f o er 50 milli n 
pying a trategic location in Europe, kraine h con iderable 
importance for ATO and TO-Russia relations. The very 
act of Ukrainian independence h ma<lc TO enlargement 

easier politically and far le co tl milirarily. Alon with the lib
eration of Central and Eastern urope an independent Ukraine 
has provided the "\ e with trategic leewa , and warning time in 
dealing with Ru ia and ha made it easier to integrate the new 
democracie in the regi n into the EU and TO. Ukrainian 
independence is an important rea on why O currently sees 
little need to deploy eith r nuclear weapons or ignificant mun
ber of foreign om bat troop on the territory of new TO 
members. If an independent Ukraine disappeared, the underlying 
prcmi e of current NATO defen e planning a well as the para
meters within which current defen e , rrangem nts for an 
enlarged ATO are being considered could be alter d. 
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The Task Force recognized that Ukraine's significance resul 
not only from its size and location but also from the fact that it is 
still a state in the making. Its internal weaknesses are a potential 
source of regional instability. While Kiev has taken important 
step to consolidate reform, Ukraine is still in the process of 
nation building and solidifying its national identity. Its commit
ment to deeper economic reform will be a key factor in its future, 
and the United States should therefore continue to offer Kiev 
significant economic a istance tied to performance. While 
Ukraine is unlikely in the foreseeable future to be fully integrated 
into the major Euro-Atlantic political, economic, or security 
structures the ucces or failure of tho e structures and Europe's 
stability depend in important respects on Ukraine's democratic 
and market transition. 

Today, the overarching goal of Ukrainian foreign policy is to 
build a stable neighborhood that allows the internal consolida
tion of Ukrainian reform to take pla e. Kiev wants enlargement 
to occur in a gradual or evolutionary fashion that permits 
Ukraine to stabilize and the West to develop and give content to 
pan-European structures. Ukraine also wants the Alliance to 
reduce its emphasis on the military component of enlargement, 
defuse the nuclear issue, and build a constructive relationship 
with Russia. At the same time, Kiev wants to negotiate its own 
agreement with NATO that codifies and deepens its relationship 
with the Alliance. 

After examining all these considerations, the Task Force rec
ommends that the administration and NATO recognize the spe
cial situation and requirements of the Balti states and Ukraine 
and that these be reflected in policy. Specifically, the Task Force 
recommends that the United States: 

• Confirm that NATO's open door policy also applies to the 
Baltic states and Ukraine, and that all states in Europe have 
the right to choose freely their security arrangements, includ
ing treaties of alliance. No country has a veto over ATO's 
decisions. 
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• State that the United States recognizes and hares the aspira
tions of the Baltic states to become full members of all of the 
institutions of Europe and the trans-Atlantic community, 
including the EU and NATO, and will pursue policies 
designed to help them prepare to meet the conditions of 
membership. 

egotiate a ATO-Ukraine accord that underscores the 
commitment of the United States and it TO allies to 
building closer relation with Ukraine in parallel with efforts 
to construct a ATO-Rus ia partnership. 

trengthen the Atlantic Partnership Council to allow these 
countries also to become more deeply engaged with NATO 
and to have an appropriate voice in European ecurity. 

• Enhance the Partnership for Peace proces in a fa hion that 
allows these countrie the full opportunities and re ponsibili
ties afforded ATO members, short of an Article 5 commit
ment, and to assist them in their efforts to prepare themselves 
better to meet the respon ibilities of eventual ATO mem
ber hip. 

• Maximize their involvement through CJTFs in the planning 
and training for non-Article 5 operations in order to create 
the capability to deploy and operate forces together in regional 
contingencies. 

• Recognize that building regional tability means reaching out 
to and achieving good-neighborly relations with Rus ia. The 
Baltic tates prospect for eventual membership will also 
depend on their commitment to integrating the Russian-
peaking minorities, resolving re idual border issues with Rus
ia and pur uing good-neighborly relations with their neigh

bors. t the same time, the United States and its allies hould 
carefully monitor any Ru sian attempts to exploit the e i sue 
in order to acquire a de facto veto over the future security 
alignment of these countries. 

• Reaffirm that no state may claim a sphere of influence over 
another tate and that territorial claims are inadmis able 
under the Hel inki Final Act. 
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8. CONCLUSIO 

As the foregoing recommendations illustrate, the administration 
and the NATO Alliance have it within their power to offer Rus
sia a "fair deal" that goes a long way toward meeting Moscow's 
security concern , without slowing enlargement, compromising 
the integrity of ATO, or making second-class citizens of new 
Alliance members or the other nonallied states in Europe. Rus
sia, in turn, ha within its power the ability to prove its commit
ment to trans-Atlantic cooperation by taking "yes" for an answer 
to its pleas for reassurance that TO and the West do not eek 
to contain or i olate it. 

In summary, the Task Force offers one overarching caution to 
the administration and the Alliance and one to Russia in this 
complex period. To the administration and the Alliance, we say 
that while cooperation with a democratic Russia has independent 
merit, the pursuit of it must not slow, change, or sidetrack 
NATO's own plans to enlarge, to maintain its core missions and 
prerogatives as a defensive alliance, to take independent deci
sions, or to cooperate freely with any other nonmember states in 
Europe. Nor should the pursuit of arms control become an end 
in itself All political and security undertakings, whether they are 
made bilaterally or multilaterally, must be strictly reciprocal. 

To Russia, we urge that it look carefully at its own geographic 
position and make a calculated decision in its own interest to 
accept the hand of cooperation that NATO has offered. The 
Helsinki summit offers some hope that Moscow is in the process 
of making this calculation. The alternative for Rus ia is not to 
derail NATO's plans but rather to isolate itself from the major, 
positive changes underway in Europe. If Russia cannot accept 
NATO's offer of cooperation now, the Alliance should not lam 
the door after the Madrid summit. But Moscow should not 
expect the negotiating climate or its leverage to improve with 
time. The West will move on with the busine s of adapting 
Europe without Russia's cooperation, if Moscow so choo e . 

Finally, we note that ATO expansion and deeper TO-
Russia relations both have value for the United tate and for the 
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Alliance if they are pur ued properly. A zero-sum debate about 
them therefore misse the point. The best outcome for the 
United States and the Alliance is for both tracks to ucceed. This 
is also the best outcome for tates like the Balti and Ukraine 
that must live between an enlarged ATO and Russia for the 
foreseeable future. 



Comment 

Additional and 
Dissenting Views 

We believe this is a good Report that we hope will be of use to 
the Clinton administration and Congre as they consider the 
next step of ATO enlargement. 

We are writing thi eparate comment to emphasize three 
additional points. First, the Allian e hould ensure that during the 
period between its selection of new members and the treaty ratifi
cations that formally admit them, the candidate members have at 
least all the privileges Russia might receive through the charter 
and consultative arrangements; it would be ironic if for the next 
year or two, Rus ia enjoys closer ties to the Alliance than Poland. 

Second, we urge the Task Force to include an explicit state
ment that ATO should station some modest forces on the ter
ritories of new members to support their full political and secu
rity integration; given all the statements of negative intentions 
toward new members, we should also state straightforwardly 
what NATO should do for them. 

Third, we are not clear what the Statement means when it 
says "that the U.S .... shares the aspirations of the Baltic tate to 
become full members of. . . ATO, and will assist them in this 
goal." If it means the United States has already decided to admit 
the Baltic states into ATO, with implementation depending 
solely on Baltic actions, then we disagree. As a collective defense 
alliance, not a collective security association, the members of 

ATO, especially the United States, must not accept new mem
ber unless the Alliance is willing to defend them, including by 
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going to war if necessary. Nor should the United tate cede its 
freedom to make a determination on future Alliance members at 
the appropriate time, considering future circumstances. The 
United tate can tate and demon trate it strong intere t in 
Baltic ecurity and integration within the Euro- tlantic commu
nity without promi ing (or perhaps misleading) the Balt at thi 
moment that we will back their Alliance member hip later. We 
prefer the three-part tatement on election of new member a 
stated in section 2 of the Background Report. 

Robert B. Zoellick and Paul D. Wo!fowitz 

Comment 

The Task Force Report correctly takes the ATO deci ion to 
enlarge as a given- econd-gue sing that decision at thi point 
would be a di service to the national interest. There can be no 
assurance however that this decision will in fact result in a 
Europe that is tronger, more table and a better partner of the 
United States rather than in an Alli.an e whose core purpo e 
have been fatally undermined. Whether the desired goal of 
1 TO enlargement are achieved will depend on how succe -
fully the United States and it TO allies maneuver among the 
competing interests and conflicting bjective of the various pro
tagonists that are outlined in this Report. In the end, the differ
ence between success and failure will depend on the skill effort, 
and luck that the United State and it allies bring to the imple
mentation of the ATO enlargement deci ion. 

The issue of further ATO enlargement beyond those coun
tries invited to join at the July Madrid summit is a difficult and 
ontroversial one. In thi connection, it i worth emphasizing 

that any ubsequent invitation to additional countrie to become 
TO allies should be based on strategic and geopolitical crite

ria, o as to maintain ATO' cohe ion a a ecurity and defense 
organization and match ATO' memb r hip with the trategic 
intere t of its present members. The number of countries in 
Europe that meet the e criteria i likely to be mall and some 
nation are unlikely ever to atisfy them. In any event, it will take 
ome time before the issue of additional members even arise as a 
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practical matter because of how long it will take for ATO to 
incorporate fully those countrie that are invited at the Madrid 
summit to join the Alliance. 

Arnold Kanter 

Comment 

I believe there should be a ignificant pause before any econd 
tranche of new ATO member . Thi would allow the Alliance 
the opportunity to assess and absorb the effects on NATO's 
planning, procedures, and decision making of the :first group of 
entrants. Any other potential new Alliance members would be 
considered only after this protracted phase beginning in 1999, in 
which it is assured that an even further enlarged Alliance would 
not lose its effectiveness. 

Robert D. Blackwill 

Dissenting View 

I dissent from the Report. I believe it uggests heading in the 
wrong direction. Fir t it doe not leave open the possibility for a 
"pau e" after the first tranche of new member is invited to join 

J TO, a pause which could, in effect, become permanent. The 
kind of unlimited expansion implicit in the Report would be a 
di a ter. If there are to be no limit on membership, that 
inevitably means all countries which aspire to join ATQ-per
haps even including Russia-eventually get in. uch expansion 
would destroy NATO as we know it. ATO should not be the 
vehicle for building a greater Europe. It i a pecial-purpose 
organization and should be kept that way. econd, a a defensive 
alliance, NATO also should not be the counterpart of any ingle 
country, which is the problem with a TO-Ru ia charter. The 
proper foundation for Euro-Atlantic building i the Organiza
tion for ecurity and Cooperation in Europe not ATO. The 
preferred approach for engaging Russia directly i bilateral, with 
the United tates taking the lead in forging relation with 
Mo cow that encourage continued political and economic reform 
internally and re pon ible behavior externally. 

Brent Scowcroft 
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REPORT OF AN INDEPENDENT TASK FORCE 
PONSORED BY H COUNCIL ON FOR.E lGN RELATlONS 

Just as the NATO Alliance' investments during the Cold ar con
tributed to lhc collap e of the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact. inve t
ments now in Europe's future will make a dramatic difference to our own 
security. NATO's deci . ion to enlarge i a key element of Lhat inve tment. 
Our in vestrn nl in Rus ia' transition has been no le :,, important, yet 
Russian leaders . ee th nlargcmcnt of I ATO a. a threat to their ecuri
ty. To examine this dilemma, the Council on Foreign Relation convened 
an independent 1: ·k ore that conclud d the enlargement of J'O and 
improved ATO-Russia relations need not be incompatible. if both are 
handled properly. The group also looked at the effect of enlargement on 
the Baltic Lale · and Ukraine. 

Among lh ll1 k Force' sp~cilic re~ mmendations for .S. 
and NATO p licy: 

• 0 ·hould offer Ru sia a ·ignificam package f re urancc 
about it ecurity and role in rhc m.: v Europe without compromising 

AW's effectiveness and independence. and with ut slowing enlargement 
• ATO-Russia and U . . - Russia political and security arrangements, 

however, must be reciprocal; Lhcy must not give us ia an adual 
or de fuel veto over NA1D decision making or make "second-clai;s 
citizens" of new Alliance members; and they must n t dilute ATO" · 
core missi n of the collective defcnst..: of all its rnc111 r-.. old and new. 

• At the same time, the United rates and iLs allies should take concret~ 
steps to reassure the Baltic . tates and k:rainc Lhat they will n t be 
I ft in a ecurity no-man· land bct\v en Ru 'sia and an enl rging :TO 

The bipartisan Ta."k Force. chaired by l. . nator Richard Lu0 r 
(R-1 ) and directed by Council ellow Victoria uland, included c pert on 
Europe and the fom1er Soviet Union from government, think tanks, univer
sities, joumali. m, and the bu. ine . community. 
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